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DISCLAIMER: THIS WORK OUTLINES THE BEST PAINTING PRACTICES KNOWN TO THE
AUTHOR AFTER DECADES OF WORK IN THE FIELD. HE CANNOT GUARANTEE THAT
THESE PROCEDURES WILL BE EASY FOR YOU TO PERFORM, OR EFFECTIVE FOR YOU,
OR EVEN SAFE. WHEN WORKING WITH SHARP TOOLS OR CHEMICALS THERE IS
ALWAYS A RISK OF INJURY. WEAR LONG SLEEVED GARMENTS AND USE GLOVES AND
SAFETY GLASSES. WHEN MOVING BOXES OR FURNITURE LIFT FROM THE KNEES, NOT
THE BACK. WHEN USING LADDERS OR STEP-STOOLS BE ALERT. DO NOT PERFORM
SUCH WORK WHEN UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF DRUGS OR ALCOHOL. IF YOU FEEL
NERVOUS OR DIZZY OPERATING AT HEIGHTS YOU ARE ADVISED TO AVOID SUCH
WORK, LEAVING IT SOMEONE WHO IS STEADY AND CONFIDENT IN SUCH A SITUATION.
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INTRODUCTION
You’ve probably been thinking for some time now, “We
are definitely due for a paint job”.
You look around and you see evidence everywhere that
it’s time to get busy. Inside the house you see all those marks
where dragging the vacuum cleaner hose banged up the corners
of the baseboards. You see where you hit the wall with that
dresser when you were taking it up the stairs. You see where the
dog rubs up against the kitchen wall and it’s all shiny: is that
grease from the dog’s fur or what is that? You see the nailholes
where that picture used to be but it isn’t anymore. You can sort
of see a shadow where that picture used to be too. How long was
it there anyway? 10 years? Time flies. Maybe put up another
picture, a bigger one, to hide the marks?
There’s all sorts of signs saying, “We’re overdue.”
It might even be that the paint colour in your place is an
old one, from people who lived there before you, but it doesn’t
really go with your furnishings or your artwork. Maybe you
changed the carpets or flooring. You went from carpet to
hardwood or tiles and that old wall colour definitely doesn’t
work with the new floor.
Maybe you just want it to look “freshened up”.
Outside; well that’s a whole different story. You can see
the paint is looking faded or you see chips where the rain worked
its way behind the paint. Maybe you see mildew growing on the
walls; that can’t be good. You look at those boards and you think,
“Is the board rotten? Does it need to be replaced? Or does it just
need scraping down and a new coat of paint?
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The porch and the deck and the stairs. Well they never
last very long so that paint is all scuffed and chipped and wearing
off. When did that last get painted?
There are lots of clues (once you take a look) that say,
“Yep, it’s surely time to paint.”
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- CHAPTER ONE HOW TO GET STARTED
Okay, you know you have to paint. So now where do you
start? It can seem like a massive task. You have to move
everything around. You have to pick colours. Are you going to
paint it yourself or are you going to hire someone? And then how
do you pick the painter who is a right fit for you and for your
particular job?
First of all, I recommend you decide whether you have a
target date to meet.
Maybe you’re holding a big party in the backyard. Maybe
you plan to have a lot of people over for Christmas. Maybe you
want to paint the outside and get it over with before you go on
holidays. Or when you get back. Either way it’s always good to
start with a deadline and then work backwards. Oddly this is the
first step: When do you want it to be done by?
WHO’S THE BOSS?
Once that completion deadline is set, realize you have to
start getting a lot of other things sorted out in order to finish on
time:
1. Are you going to do-it-yourself?
2. Or are you going to hire a professional to do it?
Clearly, this first decision will make a giant difference in
how you approach the job. It will also affect whether you can
meet that self-imposed deadline.
If you hire a professional to paint for you there will be
lead time. Usually good painters are busy so it’s not like ordering
a pizza: “We’ll be there in 20 minutes or you can keep our
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brush.” A typical lead time can be a week or more in the slow
season and as much as three months in the summer. On the other
hand, once the professional arrives he’ll get it done much faster
than you could do-it-yourself.
If you do-it-yourself then you can start any old time you
want – you can start today! But you will probably take longer,
maybe much longer and maybe never finish: it happens.
These concerns help you to decide when you need to start
and if it’s realistic to get the job done on time. You may have to
change your plans.
Disclaimer: As a painting company owner, I clearly want
you to hire a pro, not do-it-yourself. For example we get calls for
a rush job. It has to be done by ‘X’ date. We’re already booked
up. So I ask my crew, “Do you want to work overtime?” “Here’s
the job. It needs to be done by ‘X’ date.” They want more money
for overtime. But they will work late at night and on the weekend
to get it done. Your job gets done by the deadline. It costs you
extra. But maybe if you had to do-it-yourself it would be
impossible. So yes, there can be a number of advantages to
picking up a chequebook instead of picking up a paintbrush.
But to show you I am being fair about it, I am going to
give you a lot of valuable info on how you can do-it-yourself if
you choose. Actually I will give you here, FREE, the bulk of my
knowledge.
And as part of my full disclosure I will also tell you I have
seen jobs where the owner did-it-themselves and botched it and
were in tears because of the time and money they wasted, but I
will also tell you that I have seen jobs done by amateurs that were
outstanding. So it can definitely go either way.
The basic question is what is your time worth? If you
want to spend time learning how to be a good painter then you
can almost certainly learn to do a good job, possibly a very good
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job, and save some money. But if you would prefer to do what
you are already good at when it comes to making money, then
you would probably be happiest hiring a professional.
For me, there is no downside to telling people how to
perform a good paint job themselves. The people who are
looking to cut costs on painting are likely not the people who are
going to hire a pro anyway.
The other thing you want to consider is that painting is
hard work. It’s not just smiling, running the roller up and down
the wall, putting a daub of paint on your pretty girlfriend’s nose,
who then giggles; like you see in the TV ads. No, there are so
many other less glamourous steps. You have to go buy the paint,
it’s heavy, even in small 4 litre pails. 20 litre pails are real heavy.
All the moving of furniture and all the bending and twisting
around. And then the prepwork. It is a lot of sweating and sore
muscles.
Anyway look, I’m going to give you a good idea here of
what goes into a proper paint job. You will learn a lot from this
little book and you will learn whether you want to do-it-yourself
or if you want someone else (like me) to do it. Even if you read
this and decide to hire a painter you will know a lot more about
what to expect. An educated customer is always easier to work
with and very much appreciated by the professional painter (like
me).
Important Tip: Throughout this book you will see these little tips
written in a different font. They are worth paying attention to. One
important tip is that if you understand how painting is done you will be
more realistic in your expectations.
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Important Tip: About colour for instance; when you paint something
it doesn’t magically grow from a small room into a bigger room by using
lighter colours. This is a myth. The room stays the same size. A white
room may reflect more light off the walls than a black room, but if a room
seems too dark you can easily add lamps or brighter bulbs. They do not
change size like on Doctor Who, which is a great program by the way.
Important Tip: Also colours seen on small paper strips from the paint
store (swatches) are printed on paper using ink. They are almost never
printed with paint. So it isn’t going to be a 100% match. Further, a oneinch colour swatch surrounded by a white border does not look the
same as the same colour on your walls without a white border around
it. So you can relax a bit about colours.
There may be 50 Shades of Grey but when you paint them on the wall
they will all look pretty much the same once it’s done. People get way
too panicky about colours in my experience.
TOOLS, EQUIPMENT AND NERVES OF STEEL:
Well if you decide to do-it-yourself there’s a number of
intermediate steps I can’t really detail fully. It would take a 300
page book and this isn’t going to be the Journeyman’s Guide to
Painting. (But maybe I will write that someday)
For instance, do you have the tools and equipment
needed? Do you actually know what they are? Next, how do you
feel about ladder work? Are you shaky when you’re high up a
ladder? What are the best procedures for prep and application of
paint? If you’ve done a lot of painting before then you will know
the answers to most of these questions. If you haven’t done a lot
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of painting then you will be learning as you go and probably
watching a lot of YouTube videos.
Some of what I’m going to review here applies to a do-ityourself job, but there are bound to be big gaps of knowledge in
it. If you hire someone, a painter, hopefully a pro, he will fill
those gaps for you and you don’t have to worry about it.
But reading this little book will make you a lot more
educated as a consumer. For me, it’s always easier to work with
a client who understands the process.
Okay: If you are going to do the job yourself you need to
acquire the tools and equipment. The paint store guys can give
you guidance on that and usually will point you towards decent
but not professional grade equipment. You won’t be doing this
work every day, after all. (If you are going to hire a professional
painter then that stuff won’t matter as they will have all the tools
and equipment they need and the know-how to use it.)
COLOUR SELECTION:
Once you have the equipment you will need to buy paint.
Before you buy paint you need to know what brand, what
product, what sheen and what colour. Once again the paint store
guys can help you with those decisions except colour, which is
going to be up to you. If you have a good sense of colour and
design you will be able to work out the colour so that it
coordinates with the ‘fixed items’ in your home (or office).
‘Fixed items’ means your appliances, your bathroom
fixtures, kitchen countertops, tile floors, carpets, hardwood
floors, stonework, woodwork, etc. Things that aren’t going to
change. In an office this would include the desks and file
cabinets and so on.
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Important Tip: How to choose the sheen: the nicest looking sheen
level for walls is ‘flat’ or ‘matte’ finish. The most common is ‘eggshell’
which is a compromise between appearance (slightly shiny) and
washability, useful if little kids are around much. For wood trim (doors,
baseboards, etc) the most common choice is ‘semi-gloss’ and less often
‘gloss’. The shinier the paint the more it shows defects in the surface.
Hence, the reason why we like matte for walls.
Important Tip: By the way – if you are planning to change your
carpets or counters or curtains, you may want to figure those out first.
It’s easier to match the paint to the carpet than the other way around.
There may be 5000 paint colours to choose from but only 8 carpet or
tile colours within the product line you want. When you are doing several
big changes like that, consider having a designer come on board.
People often have difficulty with this colour selection
step as it can be hard to visualize colours and how they will look
in your own place. There are some websites that can help show
examples of how a particular colour can look in your home. If
you search online you can get some assistance and articles which
advise on picking colours for your home or office.
Here I am talking about primarily interior painting of
rooms, but these points all apply outside as well.
If you hire a professional painter to do the job he can
certainly give you some advice on what colours will “work”
which is different than “what is your favorite colour?”
In some situations, as a professional, I will enlist a
designer to come in and assist. Knowing various designers we
can provide a design consultation at a reasonable cost and you
will be assured of getting colours that are appealing,
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contemporary and go well with your existing fixed items. Colour
selection is much easier for you when you are working with a
professional.
For instance I usually recommend as a first step, that the
client goes looking for colour samples at the paint store, picking
the ones they think they might like. This is a starting point for
me and I get an idea what they think they like and that gives me
an insight into their tastes.
Then I meet with them and review their choices and
suggest which ones might work better than others and why.
Normally people are delighted with the final result which can be
quite different from what they originally thought they wanted.
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Important Tip: You may remember from school something called the
“Colour Wheel”. While colour is a matter of taste there are also some
rules that apply.
If you can imagine colours having a frequency of wavelength, like light
(since they are basically reflected light) then you can understand that,
like musical notes (which also have a frequency of wavelength) then
some notes sound nice together (harmony) and some notes are like a
wrong note, they sound awful (dissonance). They clash!
Same with colours. So while colour is a matter of taste, there is some
science behind what looks good together and why. You don’t have to
fully understand the science of it, just know that it exists and there can
be a ‘right and wrong’ when it comes to colour. You don’t want your
house to look like a bunch of wrong musical notes!
OUTSIDE COLOURS VS. INSIDE COLOURS:
Outside colour selection has different rules and guidelines
than inside work.
For instance if you have a particular colour of roof, (red
or brown or green) or factory-finished metalwork such as gutters
and downpipes, or a brick chimney and so on, these can all affect
what makes a good or bad colour choice. Then you have to
consider the houses on either side. Will your new paint colour
make the whole neighbourhood look like the circus has come to
town? Or does it look like you copied your neighbours paint
colour and maybe the two of you are Siamese twins?
Also the age of your home somewhat defines what sort of
colour scheme looks best. If you have a “Vancouver Special”
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which is pretty much a box covered in stucco then that is not
going to work using the colour scheme of a Queen Anne
gingerbread-style house. Age-appropriate colours really work.
For instance I find the popular colours of the 1970s and 80s (like
Avocado Green and Harvest Gold) look pretty good on houses
built in that era.
Generally you will have one colour for the outside walls
and another colour for the trim. Trim means the frames around
the windows, the boards supporting the gutters (called fascia) the
peaks, etc. Often trim is painted the same colour as the gutters or
any other pre-finished metalwork. Sometimes you have a
different colour for the front door, something bold like black, or
navy or burgundy. That is a European concept where they have
a lot of plain stone or brick houses so the front door is the only
place to go wild with colour.
If you are stuck (it happens all the time) then a designer
or a professional painter will point you in the right direction. But
while a designer will charge (usually no more than a few hundred
dollars) your professional painter will often give his design input
for free, which is an added bonus for you when you hire him to
paint the house.
THE CLOONEY FACTOR:
Hair stylists run into this problem all the time where a 60year-old man walks in. He is overweight and balding, but he
brings a photo of George Clooney and asks for a haircut to make
him look like George.
Well exercise, diet and plastic surgery might help make
him look more like George Clooney, but a haircut is probably
not going to do the job.
So on design it’s not just what the client wants but what
the client truly needs to showcase their space in the best possible
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light. You want what will work best for your house, not one in a
magazine you saw. It’s good to work with someone who will not
only listen to your needs but quickly set you straight before you
make a terrible decision. The right colour costs the same price as
the wrong one. Having someone you trust is reassuring.
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- CHAPTER TWO PREP WORK
This is a subject that could fill books. In fact is does fill
books and it fills a lot of videos on the internet as well. People
go to trade schools to learn to prep and to paint and to perform
the ‘best practices’ for a quality long-lasting job.
A professional painter usually starts out early as a helper;
carrying paint, scraping loose paint off walls, sanding rough
surfaces, or using masking tape, paper and plastic to protect
surfaces. He might start laying down tarps (there is a right way
to do it) and then he learns how to fill nicks and holes using
drywall filler or plaster or wood filler or even autobody repair
material (ie: Bondo®) and he learns how to sand and create a
smooth surface and how to not get sanding dust all over the
person’s kitchen and so on.
In short prepwork is a skill unto itself and it takes a
professional painter some time before he can make it look easy.
If you are an inexperienced painter doing it yourself, be prepared
to make a bit of a mess of it when you start off. However there
is nothing you can do wrong on prepwork that cannot be undone
or fixed later. Painting is magical like that. Everything can be
fixed.
MOVING STUFF:
This is the first step of interior prepwork and whether you
do-it-yourself or hire a professional, a lot of this will fall to you,
the homeowner or you, the unlucky office worker who lost the
lottery of, “who’s going to get the office ready for the painter?”
This is the grunt work.
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Well, there is a lot of stuff in a home and there is a lot of
stuff in an office. There is paper and there are clothes and there
is electronic equipment and all kinds of furniture. If you have
ever bought home insurance and filled in the little questionnaire
then you have been shocked to find out the replacement value of
all the stuff in your home or office.
If you are going to have your closets painted then where
do all the clothes and shoes and little boxes go? Well they go
OUT! They cannot stay in the closet obviously. Maybe you
move them into another closet. Usually they get heaped on a bed
which is actually a pretty good solution. But everything in the
house will have to go somewhere else.
And now you suddenly realize there must be a plan of
attack! Where do you start and where do you end? Where will
you sleep tonight and so on and so on.
My best advice is to only move the stuff out of the area
you are going to paint now, today, or first thing tomorrow, and
then when you are finished and the paint is dry you can move it
back. Meanwhile, maybe some of the stuff from the next area
can be heaped onto that bed in the room you just finished,
because now all that stuff from that room can go back in its closet
you just painted, (after the paint is dry of course.)
Important tip: How long does paint take to dry?? Good question.
Usually it’s a couple of hours. It’s best if you can open some windows
and get some air flow going. Put the heaters on if it is cold because
paint dries faster in a warm room. You can use fans too because those
circulate air which causes water to evaporate. Use the hood fan in the
kitchen and the bathroom fans which are extractors for damp air and
permit drier outside air to move through. It also reduces the smell.
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Important tip: What about the smell?? Another good question. Paint
doesn’t smell very much anymore. It is latex paint (water-based)
compared to old-fashioned oil paint (oil-based) and modern latex is
almost zero smell compared to oil. Generally oil paint is no longer used
in homes or offices, only specialized industrial settings.
So your latex paint will dry in a couple of hours and there will be very
little smell. You should be able to comfortably sleep in your home that
evening with almost no odour noticeable. You may want to keep the
fans going and windows open or whatever, but it is rarely a problem.

Important Tip: If there are babies or old people who are very
sensitive or sick people with respiratory problems you can get what is
called ZERO VOC paint. That means zero Volatile (active) Organic
Compounds. It means nothing smelly goes into the air. The only
problem with those paints is because they are weak in chemical
composition they are also generally weak paints and not very durable.
It’s a trade-off.
Back to ‘moving stuff’…
Okay so you get the idea that no matter who paints (you
or me) there is going to be a lot of stuff to move. One reason is
that you need to get behind the stuff in order to paint the wall.
The second reason is you don’t want to get paint on the stuff that
isn’t the wall. The third reason is that you don’t want stuff to get
knocked over or broken. A fourth reason is because stuff can be
heavy, so if you have a bookcase full of books no way can you
move it without the whole thing collapsing and then you need to
buy a new bookcase.
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Important tip: So you are definitely going to want to get a bunch of
boxes in preparation for your job. Buy them or get boxes from Safeway
or something.
And yes, you are going to move your own stuff because
we don’t want to risk dropping your Ming vase worth $1 million
or your autographed Milli Vanilli lip-sync kit. This is work you
can’t safely pay someone else to do. At least not us. We’re
painters not ballerinas.
What about the big furniture? No! You don’t have to get
rid of all the couches and beds and dressers and file cabinets.
Once all the small priceless objects are out of the room
(including the bedcovers) then you will see there is a fair amount
of space to move in. So the bed can be sort of shifted around
(they are usually on wheels) and the (empty) dressers and all that
can be easily moved.
The big pieces can stay in the room and be covered up
with poly and with canvas tarps and they will be perfectly fine.
You need about 3’ (a metre for the youngsters) of room to work
a brush and roller on a wall in a room. So if you can clear a 3’
gap it is fine. Moving stuff is a big part of the job whether do-ityourself or hiring a professional. (Sorry, Canada.)
MASKING:
As stated above this is an early step and it is what protects
everything you want to keep clean, including your carpets, your
upholstered furniture, your artwork, your clothes, and yes, even
your food in the kitchen. This is done using painters masking
tape (green or blue) and polyethylene plastic sheeting.
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When using masking tape
you are generally working to
create a straight-edge that you
can follow with your brush. If
you are going to paint up to
and probably on top of the tape
you must ensure that the tape
forms a very good seal to keep
paint from bleeding under the tape creating a jagged edge. The
paint store will advise you on the best tape they have to offer at
the time.
There are always improvements and new designs.
You also use your masking tape to hold down the edge of
the poly or masking paper that protects the wider surface. All
that matters in masking is you keep a straight edge, usually by
stretching out a section of tape at arms-length, and then tamping
it down firmly without making a wobbly line. It is an acquired
skill.
Obviously, I must point out, that when you hire a
professional you don’t have to worry about all this. I just had to
say it. Sorry.
FILLING:
This is basically all those nail holes and dents and divots
and things that occur as a result of real life making contact with
perfect walls. Your walls are normally (for the past 50 or so
years) made of what is called Gypsum Board. It can be called
Sheetrock, Gyproc, Drywall, Plasterboard and various other
trade names that mean a molded slab of gypsum, (a mineral),
encased in two sheets of paper like a sandwich and then nailed
up on a wall.
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Drywall filler or Spackling paste such as Poly-Filla® is
essentially a gypsum putty that you lay into those holes and dents
then smooth with a putty knife and let dry. Once dry you sand it
flat and smooth. This creates a lot of dust. A professional painter
can fill and smooth the putty so flat that it requires little or no
sanding. Another advantage of using a professional.
As the putty dries it shrinks because it gives up the water
that makes it pliable and soft. Sometimes
if the hole you are filling is very deep
(over one-half inch) the filler material will
sink in and leave a concave area that
needs to be filled again. Usually twice is
enough. Try to make a very smooth flat
surface that requires minimal sanding.
Because dust.
SANDING:
Most painters use sanding sponges that are cheap,
disposable and do not require any sort of holder tool like regular
sandpaper would. They are also so soft you can throw one over
to your friend without worry. A sanding sponge will never break
a mirror. They generally have one side with a fine grit and other
a bit coarser. Because they are backed by a sponge they can be
used on curved surfaces and pieces of wood trim. They are handy
for many applications, including sanding excess drywall filler
from your patches.
It’s also a good idea to sand down
the whole wall lightly, called “pole
sanding” before your first coat and even
between coats of paint. This knocks
down any old bits of roller lint that got
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caught up in an earlier paint job and generally removes any
rough particles stuck to the wall, creating a smoother surface that
is more porous and ready to receive paint. You use a sanding
pole which is a swivel head block to hold a piece of sandpaper
and all attached to a stick. Pole sanding goes quickly as you are
simply performing a light scuff. It’s worth the extra time.
PATCHING:
This is different than filling. This is when the hole in the
drywall goes right through. If your kids played hockey indoors
in the basement this is often the result. When there is a big hole
in the wall you can’t just throw goop into the hole. It will just
keep going in until you fill the entire inside of the wall.
So what you need is a backing
called a “backer board”. This sounds
complicated but it’s not. You need to
create a ‘backstop’ behind the hole. An
easy way is to get a piece of wood, sort
of a flat stick, one that is longer than the
hole, but narrow enough to get into the
hole and then pull it up tight behind the
hole with a couple of screws. One on each side.
For instance if the hole is 6” across you probably want a
stick that is about 12” across. So you have 3” of stick behind
each side of the hole. Then you can get a small piece of drywall
and create a patch and screw that into the stick.
Now you have a roughly filled hole with a patch in the
middle. You goop it all up with tape & drywall filler and boom!
A perfect patch. Just search online for a video on how the create
a backer board for a drywall patch. It’s simple when you see it
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done. Or, you can just hire a professional who does this all the
time. (Hint, hint.)
CAULKING:
Caulking is done where the wall meets a piece of wood
trim like a baseboard or a doorframe. No walls are perfectly flat
and they all tend to have wobbles and warps in them. When you
put a flat piece of wood like a baseboard up against the drywall
it doesn’t fit tight. There are gaps here and there. So caulking
hides the gap and creates the illusion that your walls are pretty
much alright when really they usually aren’t.
Note that the caulking used in painting is not the
waterproof silicone caulking used in bathrooms. In bathrooms
waterproof caulking is a good thing because it repels water. But
paint is water-based and if you want it to stick don’t use
bathroom caulking which also repels paint. It won’t work. So
you’re going to use acrylic latex caulking which comes in a
toothpaste tube style or in long cartridge for use in a caulking
gun.
How you apply the caulking is best
learned from a video so you can see
how it is done. It can be messy at first
but it’s not super difficult to learn. If
you keep a damp rag to hand you can
remove the excess with that and create
a nice flowing bead that dries and
looks nice. You’ll be throwing that
rag away by the way. Don’t even try to clean it. It’s disgusting
and not very environmentally friendly to wash it down the drain.
This covers most of the main steps of what is considered
good paint PREP.
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- CHAPTER THREE PAINTING
Now, 5000 words after we began and many online videos
later, we can start to consider the painting!
So you have your brush and your roller and your tray and
paint. What do you do next?
DROPSHEETS:
It’s time to talk about
dropsheets. These can be specially
purchased from the paint store, you can
use old bedsheets, or whatever you
have. You will find plastic tarps for use
outside in the garden or for covering a
hole in the roof are not very good.
They are brittle and don’t fold easily and they bunch up. You trip
over them all the time. You want a cloth sheet that lays flat and
molds to the shape of whatever is underneath it. The best is to
buy some canvas sheets from the paint store and if you can, find
one that is about 4’ wide by 8’ long. This is a great dropsheet for
many uses.
But the first thing we are going to do is create a ‘shop’.
This means a little square about 4’ square and it is the central
location for your paint cans, your roller and roller tray and all
your bits of tools. You want to define a ‘shop’ location because
a painting site is a bit of a mess and everything is being moved
all the time and if you keep it all mainly in one place it will be
easier to find it and more importantly, you may not step in your
roller tray or kick over the can of paint.
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So your 4’x8’ or 4’x12’ dropsheet can be folded into 2 or
three layers to make the shop. Folding a dropsheet is also good
because if any paint spills then more layers means more
absorbency keeping it up and away from the floor. You do not
want any paint to hit the floor.
Important Tip: While you are panicking, having just spilled your paint,
my first piece of advice is to stop panicking. It is going to be water-based
paint and while it is wet it is possible to clean it up pretty well. So calm
down and don’t be frantic and do even more damage. Paint is easier to
clean up on a hard surface like tiles or laminate or even hardwood.
Rags, a bucket of warm water, paper towels and whatever else that is
disposable can be used. Make sure you get it out of the cracks fast and
don’t oversoak something porous like laminate or hardwood.
If the paint gets onto carpet then you want to gently blot it up (not smear
it around and grind it in) using damp rags. If you have a wet/dry Shop
Vac (you should always have one of those on a painting site) start
sucking the paint up off the carpet. (A new Shop Vac is cheaper than a
new rug if you do happen to kill it.)
Once you have the bulk of the paint up start blotting the general area
with wet rags, rinsing frequently. Continue to blot and suck and rinse
over and over until it looks not too bad. While you are doing this if you
can send someone else to a rental place or grocery store, rent a steam
cleaner and you can remove the last bits of wet paint residue with that
which will spray water into the rug and suck everything up at the same
time.
When you have finished run clean water through your machines right
away until the recovery tank shows only clean water at which point your
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machines should be fine too. Now go outside and take a break and calm
down.
Important Tip: You absolutely need to have a Shop Vac when you
paint. If you use your household vacuum to pick up gypsum dust it will
bypass the bag and filter and eat your motor. A small Shop Vac is cheap
and you can get special drywall filters for it. You’re welcome.
Importanter Important Tip: Try not to spill any paint.
So you now have a shop set up and you are being careful
not to spill anything. Pick up a can of paint. How long ago did
you buy it? If it’s a few days old it will still be mixed up. If older
than a few days give it a good shake. Please make sure the lid is
on tight first and bang it down with a hammer if not.
GET SOME PAINT OUT:
Open your can of paint with a key on your keyring, a
screwdriver or using the little can-opener thingy the paint store
will give you. Now you are looking at a can of paint full almost
to the brim. How are you going to work with this? Well, you
can’t. You need to dump a bunch of that paint out. Where? Into
your roller tray. You should have a big black square one that is
plastic and sits flat on its sides on the floor. It is the most stable
and hardest to tip over. Don’t get the little tin one that has hooks
to hook onto a ladder. Those are only designed to fall off the
ladder. (See previous section on cleaning up paint.)
Important Tip: When you first take the lid off it is covered in paint
from earlier shaking or falling over in the car. Take your brush, , in a
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circular sweeping motion (towards the centre not the edge) pick up that
excess paint and scrape it into the can.
Dump out about half a gallon or more into your clean, dry
empty big paint tray. It will fit. Dump it competently and quickly
in one smooth motion. Don’t dribble it out bit by bit because
there will be a trail of paint running down the side of the can and
over your hand and onto your pants and shoes and then onto the
floor. (See previous section on cleaning up paint.)
There is a little rim around the top of the can which is
what the lid clamps into when you put it back on. It also collects
some of the paint that escapes the can. It will now have a little
lake of paint in it. Before you go further use your brush and
gently wipe out the paint in the rim and scrape it back into the
can. Do this so you don’t push the paint out and overboard onto
the outside of the can.
Before you ask, “Are you supposed to add water to the
paint to thin it down?” Answer = no. If the paint has been stored
for years in the shed and it’s super thick as molasses and the paint
stores are all closed because it’s Christmas Day but you, for
some reason, still must paint today then yes, go ahead. But I
would strongly recommend enjoying Christmas instead and
buying a new can of paint when the stores open again. Adding
more water will make it thinner but it will make it weaker. If for
some reason you do add water it’s only supposed to be 5%
maximum which is very little. So really it won’t help you even
on Christmas Day.
Important Tip: Having the lid clean and the little trough clean of paint
means the lid will go back on again without too much trouble. There will
however always be some runaway paint trapped between those two
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metal surfaces. When you put the lid back on, put a rag completely
covering the lid and when you bang it down tight (using a rubber mallet
if you have one) the rag will trap the inevitable splash of paint.
Note: If you don’t use a rag then surely a) there will be an unexpected
mighty paint splash and b) you will have already changed into your
tuxedo for a night at the opera.
Trust me, you will get the hang of this.
Important Tip: If you speak English (which is the language you are
reading right now, so yes) then I recommend you locate the French side
of the can or the side that has all the terrible warnings, and make that
the ‘downhill’ side of the can. Inevitably you will get paint on the label.
You might as well get it on the side you aren’t going to read anyway.
Important Tip: Also preserve the original can and protect the lid of
the paint can because it has a label with the formula on it. That can of
paint with its formula is worth its weight in gold, because you can use
that information to buy more paint now or in the future. Even if the can
sits in your garage and dries up to a rock it still have a sample of the
paint on it (the entire French side is probably covered in it) and you have
the formula.

Important Tip: Don’t let the can freeze. It gets kind of messed up.
Also if it’s gone rusty it’s a goner. Put it in a clear plastic bag (it might
leak) and take it to the paint store and get a fresh can mixed for you.
Next time keep it in a warm, dry place. Also, it won’t explode. It’s
basically a can of water. So the furnace room is okay.
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Okay so now you have a can of paint that is at least half
empty. Ideally it is about 2/3 empty. This is going to become
your ‘cutting pot’. ‘Cutting’ means to take a brush and paint a
line around the edges of the ceiling, around the doors and so on.
I suppose we use the word cutting because it’s like you are
‘cutting out a shape’ with your paint brush I guess.
CUTTING IN:
The next step is to get your brush out and dunk it in the
paint can. Oh, what kind of brush you ask? Hopefully you didn’t
get a cheap crappy one. You want a good brush. Get a major
brand like a Purdy® or Wooster®. Maybe $15 or $20. Get a 2½”
‘sash’ brush which is the one that is cut on an angle. (A sash is
a ye-olde term for a window frame.)
You can imagine when painting in a tight space like that
it’s nice to have an angle on the brush. Buy one that says ‘latex’
or ‘all paints’. Not the one for oil or alkyd or stain or something.
Important Tip: That one good brush is almost all you’ll ever need as
a painter and you will want to look after it and keep it clean after use.
Wash it in warm soapy water (remember your paint is water based so it
cleans up with water). Get a special paintbrush comb or a wire brush
and run it through the bristles under the warm water tap. Do so until the
water runs clear. Don’t let clumps of paint dry up in there. You can even
get a brush conditioner that keeps your brush from getting all stiff and
dry.
Why do we ‘cut-in’? Because a roller can’t reach all the
way to the ceiling or up against a doorframe without getting paint
all over it. So your brush is for your detail work and also for
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creating a straight edge. You’ve seen this
before on those TV ads with the pretty
smiling girl with her roller and a cute little
dab of paint on her cute little nose. Those
people are so cute. They are called actors.
They are not painters.
You want to cut a path about 2” – 3”
wide. Obviously you want to make it crisp
and sharp on the outer edge but it doesn’t matter how raggedy it
looks on the inside edge because you’ll be rolling over that side
anyway. Just don’t leave any big drips of paint to run down the
wall. Work it back and forth so it dries evenly. If you feel your
brushwork is too shaky then you will want to tape firmly and
straightly over the edge of the doorframes and so on. Let the tape
be your guide. (See the section on MASKING above.)
You are going to have to get a feel for brushwork. This is
something it usually takes a while to master. A good journeyman
painter will take his brush and dunk it in his cutting pot and give
it a swish. The paint level should come up to just below the metal
band (ferrule) that binds the bristles onto the handle. He’ll load
it up and slap it a couple of times across the inside of the pot and
it will come out heavy with paint but not dripping. He can cut a
thick solid line about 5” long with that load of paint on his brush
and he won’t get any on the floor or the dropsheet. That’s a pro.
As a rookie you should probably load your brush with less
paint to start with. If you are cutting-in the ceiling you don’t want
to start with a fully loaded brush right up tight against the ceiling.
You will end up with too much paint on the wall and you will try
to level it out which will then start pushing a bead of paint higher
and higher up on the wall and if you’re not careful you’ll be
chasing that paint right up to and onto the ceiling.
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(Go cut in a wall where it meets the ceiling and then reread this and it’ll make more sense the second time.)
You want to start your line maybe half an inch below the
ceiling and then lay a strip of paint onto the wall. Then you will
work it in and even it out and you’ll be sort of pushing that upper
edge of the bead of paint until it hits just at the corner where the
ceiling meets the wall. That’s when you want to back off.
Your first task is to get a line of paint on the wall up near
where you want the cutline to be. There should be quite a bit of
paint. You are just loading paint on the wall. Next you take your
brush (without adding more paint) and work that paint into the
wall and smooth it out and work it up to make a nice thick
straight line up against the door or the ceiling. If there isn’t
enough paint to cover properly then double-dip and get some
more paint. You want to make a fat straight line that heavily
covers the surface without any running, dripping paint. That’s all
it is really.
Generally you will have to cut in twice if you are
changing colour. The first coat is harder than the second coat.
It’s less fussy on the second coat.
ROLLING:
Okay so now your room is all cut-in
and you have an outline of the walls
painted on. It’s time to roll. You have a
roller cage which is the thing you call a
roller. You should also have a roller sleeve
which is the fuzzy tube that goes onto the
cage. I like the Wooster® roller cage
myself. They just seem well made and roll
smoothly.
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Important Tip: Now if you want your arms to get really tired and sore,
ignore this. If not then get a pole attachment for your roller cage. This
will either snap into the cage handle or screw in. I like the snap in one
because it doesn’t try to unscrew itself while you’re painting. The pole
will be extendable. They come in lengths of 1’-2’, 2’-4’, 4’-8’ and so on.
I think 2’-4’ is best for most interior work.
It makes a difference what kind of roller sleeve you use.
A cheaply made one will leave too much lint behind on the wall.
You don’t want lint as it makes crisp little bumps on the wall
when the paint dries. You want a good one that costs more. It
probably says “lint-free” roller on the package. They come in
different degrees of thickness or ‘fuzziness’ measured in
millimetres.
Mostly you will find a 10mm sleeve a bit too skinny and
it won’t hold enough paint. 20mm is maybe too much unless you
are painting a rough surface and need a ‘mooshier’ roller (to
‘moosh’ the paint in). You basically are looking for the best
combo between a) holds enough paint and b) rolls the paint out
nice and flat with very little texture to it.
I like a 15mm for most uses. It’s a personal preference.
Important Tip: After you finish painting for the day, take your roller
sleeve and wash it out like you do a brush. If you have a painters 5-in1 tool (the paint store will sell you one) this has a curved edge that can
be used to wring out the wet paint and water from your round sleeve. It
also removes loose lint. I like a used roller sleeve better than a new one
because less chance of lint.
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When you roll, it is recommended you lay the paint onto
the wall in sort of a ‘W’ pattern. That is really just to get the paint
up there on the wall covering a bit of terrain. You don’t roll it
out in a ‘W’. This is a misconception.
Now you want to spread that
coat of paint evenly across a section
of wall with no ‘misses’ meaning
spots you missed.
If a typical wall is between 7’
to 8’ high then you’ll take a section
about 3’ wide and you will get
enough paint on that roller and onto
that wall to cover an area 3’ x 8’. Maybe that will take two loads
of paint on the roller or maybe more. But when you have enough
paint on the wall then roll it out evenly from the bottom of the
wall where you ‘cut’, all the way to the top of the wall where you
‘cut’. Straight up and straight down. Don’t stop halfway.
Remember: Don’t start doing more ‘W’s like the cute
people on the TV commercial. Make a whole bunch of parallel
lines that overlap, top to bottom, and when it dries you will have
a nice smooth even finish.
Don’t stop halfway through a wall. You want to keep a
‘wet edge’ on your paint which means that the leading edge of
the paint you just put on gets covered by the new stripe of
overlapping paint you are putting on next to it.
When you let your leading edge dry out then your new
paint which overlaps really soaks into that dry paint and now you
get a section that is darker because the wall has absorbed more
paint where they overlap. You have seen this before I am sure
and you will realize your mistake on this when you see the result.
The solution is to put another coat over the whole wall. Enjoy!
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And my friends, that is your basic primer (pun intended)
on painting.
Peter Byrne
October 2019
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- CHAPTER FOUR THE BONUS ROUND
This section is for all the extra stuff I forgot to include or
I thought of it later or it didn’t fit anywhere else when I thought
of it. It’s just extra stuff. More stuff. And it is also free. You’re
welcome.
TOUCH UP PAINT:
I mentioned something about this before. But it bears
repeating. After the job is done you must, must, must take care
to safely store your touch up paint. Clean the lid and the rim and
using a rag for protection over the top bang the lid down
carefully but firmly all the way around so no more air gets in.
Some people put plastic wrap under the lid first, but I’m not sure
why.
Make sure the paint store label is clean on the top and can
be read. If it is covered with paint then take a piece of painters
tape and write down the formula on the lid or find the receipt
which usually has the formula or go back to the store and ask for
a spare label (PS: they will usually print a couple spares for free
at the beginning of the job.)
But somehow get a proper
formula label on the can and know
which brand, which product name
and which product number it is. If
you want put the store receipt in a
zip lock bag and tape it on the
side. Keep it in a cool, dry place.
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THE TOUCH-UP FANTASY:
Potential customers often call and say to me, “We just
need some touch-ups in the office.” Or, “How much would you
charge for a quick touch-up?” (They always throw in the word
quick hoping to save money I guess.)
I say, “What’s a touch-up?” And they then go into a fairy
tale story about the magical little people who, with their
glittering magic wands can heal a broken wall to make it whole
and pure again.
Actual touch-ups are something you do at the end of a job,
when the paint on the wall is still quite fresh and the paint in the
can is still quite fresh and they are both nearly identical. It’s a
little spot you somehow missed or where someone touched the
wall to confirm that indeed, yes the paint is still wet. That sort of
thing.
What people really mean when they say, “touch-ups” is
that, “it’s been several years now since we painted and there are
numerous dings in the wall from banging my chair into it and
someone spilled a coffee down the wall and the sunlight coming
in the window has faded the paint except where that picture used
to be, the outline of which you can still see and also we’d like it
to be a different colour for very cheap so we are using the code
word ‘touch-up’ meaning ‘cheap’.”
NO. These things being described are not actual touchups. These are called “repainting your walls all over again”.
FEATHERING:
Now, it is possible to do something with your old paint to
improve the appearance of a damaged portion. You can take out
your old touch-up paint and you buy what is called a mini-roller
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(about 4” wide) and you get a mini-tray (to fit that mini roller)
and you take your touch up paint from its safe storage location.
Put a bit of paint in the little tray and go to where the
damage is. Now if it has a dent or hole you have to fill and sand
first (reread earlier sections) then do that. But once it is repaired
you can do sort of a paint patch over it.
Imagine an asterisk:
Yes. That little star thingy on
your keyboard.
You are going to paint an asterisk shape on the wall with
your roller. This is called “feathering”. You are going to start at
the middle and let the roller sort of float up off the wall at the
outer edge of the stroke, and you are going to be (hopefully)
blending the new paint into the old paint with this technique. Sort
of fading it all into each other.
If you did have to fill a hole first, then you should already
know that when you fill a hole and sand it, it makes a surface
much smoother than the surrounding wall which may have ten
coats of paint and has developed a sort of bumpy profile, called
“orange peel” because it looks like… orange peel.
Spot prime over the newly-filled hole a couple of coats
and let it dry between each coat (maybe an hour) and then feather
out a few more coats being careful to start small near the middle
and then increase the size of your asterisk slightly each time. It
should maybe be a foot or a foot-and-a-half in diameter by the
time you finish. The paint at the edges should be very wispy.
This works best using the old paint (touch up paint) you
saved from the original job.

*
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BOXING UP PAINT:
One of the limitations of using touch-up paint, and the
idea of touch-ups in general goes beyond just the fact of wear
and tear, or fading or staining on the wall: This is about the
consistency of colour in paint manufacture.
The quality of paint being made today is far better than
any paint ever made before. It’s water-based, which immediately
reduces the chemical hazards for your family and the
environment a great deal. It cleans up with water, not chemicals.
It dries out by evaporating water, not chemical vapours.
The formula does not contain lead or mercury or radium
or all kinds of things they used to put in paint. It is clean. It also
uses synthetic latex, called acrylic latex, which is formulated in
labs, not from cutting down rubber trees in the Amazon Rain
Forest.
As well it is very durable and goes on well and it is
generally a good, safe, long-lasting product to use. But with all
of that, it is still manufactured by people who are not 100%
perfect. It uses ingredients which come out of the ground mostly,
from different places, and these ingredients are never 100%
identical from batch to batch.
So if your most basic paint is white but you add some red
tint to make it pink, it is going to depend on how ‘white’ the
original ‘white’ was, based on the various ingredients and the
source of the titanium powder which makes the ‘white’ its own
shade of ‘white’. And then how pink you make the pink.
Batch to batch, the paint can be slightly different. Then
there is the tint which again comes from powdered minerals
which each have different colours. This will not be 100%
identical from batch to batch. It will be very, very close but not
identical.
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Then you have the mixing machine in the paint store. It
has a nozzle which drips a drop or half a drop or an ounce or a
portion of an ounce of tint into the can of paint. That can have a
margin of error.
Then there is the guy who does the tinting and mixing. He
can make a mistake so small you don’t notice. The paint still
looks ‘pink’. But it could be microscopically off.
This is why your original touch-up paint is so valuable. It
is also why in most cases you should just repaint an entire wall,
corner to corner and top to bottom, when it needs repainting, and
it is also why painters will often “box up’ the paint they buy.
“Boxing up” means to take several gallons of paint and
mix them together in a larger container. It means pouring them
all into one container and then pouring them back and forth into
another container and in this way you make sure any colour
variations are blended together and unnoticeable. It all
‘matches’.
YOUR OLD PAINT:
Your house used to be blue but now it’s brown. That’s
easy. You won’t accidentally use blue paint on a brown wall,
will you? But what if your walls used to be beige and now they
are a slightly different shade of beige? This is why you want to
get rid of your old paint.
I’ve gone to places where they had 50 cans of old paint in
the garage. Why? Because they lived in the house for a long time
and accumulated all this paint. It took me forever to try and find
the right paint that they wanted us to colour match for an
upcoming job.
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So just get rid of your old paint unless you are keeping it
for touch up. Do you know what happens to your paint when you
take it to Paint Recycling? It gets used! That’s right. They take
all the old paint and they strain out any impurities and they
repackage it and donate it to various charities. This is great for
the charities and it’s great for the environment.
Please go through your old paints and discover whether
you no longer have that colour paint in your house. If so you can
take that old paint and you can do some good with it.
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- CHAPTER FIVE TO SUM IT ALL UP
In this little book I’ve tried to give you a very honest
assessment of professional techniques and what a real
professional painter does when he comes to paint your house. It
is valuable knowledge acquired over two decades and I have
shared it with you for free. There’s no catch.
I hope you learned something and can use the information
in this book to do a better do-it-yourself paint job if you still want
to go ahead and do that.
But if you really read all the way through, all the way to
the end, you probably realized what a vast amount of work it is
to paint professionally and that there are some real skills
involved, maybe more than you realized.
If you decide to hire a pro at this stage, consider what you
are getting for your money: A skilled tradesmen with a lot of onthe-job experience and a wealth of solutions. A person with the
physical stamina to do this work all day long.
You are not paying extra for the estimating process which
is hours of work. You are not paying extra for the colour consult.
Your house may need some repair work prior to the
painting beginning. Maybe a door needs to be replaced inside the
house, or some outside siding is rotted and needs to be changed
out before it’s painted. Professionals like myself have acquired
a ‘Rolodex’ of contacts over the years and we can generally
recommend someone to properly do the repair work you need at
a fair price.
If you decide to hire a professional you can look for other
factors like how many years in business.
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But be careful as someone can lie: He painted in college
and now he’s 40 and started painting again. So he can say he has
been painting, “for over 20 years”. If you want, I can show you
my incorporation papers and I can show you my WorkSafe letter
that says “continuous coverage since 1998.”
This is another thing when you hire a true professional.
It’s a safer transaction. It’s a legitimate company, they pay their
taxes, they pay their GST, they have insurance; (both liability
insurance and workers compensation insurance). Those things
protect you from risk.
So when your cousin’s-friend’s-neighbour’s-uncle says
he can paint your house for less money than a pro, I am sure he
can. But will you get a proper job? A warranty? The security that
everything is “above boards”? You will get what you get. And if
you pay him in cash, with no contract, then there is no proof that
he ever even met you, never mind painted your house.

*******
If you have more questions about the advantages of hiring
a professional, give me a call and I will personally talk to you
for free over the phone or by email. If you want a no-obligation
estimate I can do that too.
We cover Greater Vancouver which generally means
from West Vancouver south to Tsawwassen, and east to Langley
(south of the Fraser) and Pitt Meadows (north of the Fraser.)
In winter we are less busy and will sometimes travel
further afield.
I am sure there is still more to say about painting. I am
surprised at how many pages I filled so easily, so far. I could
probably fill another 25 if I really gave it some thought.
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I hope you have enjoyed learning about the painting trade.
Whether we do the job or you do-it-yourself, I think it will
be easier and more successful because of what you learned here
today. Thank you.
Peter Byrne
Owner/Operator
KASSEL PAINTING LTD
(604) 618-0821
peter@kasselpainting.com
www.kasselpainting.com
FOUNDED IN 1997

CERTIFIED
MEMBER
SINCE 2001

ACCREDITED
MEMBER
2018
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YOUR COUNTDOWN TO THE PAINT JOB
CHECKLIST:
DATE:

1. What is your expected “Done B-4” date?

___________

2. Will you be doing-it-yourself?

___________

3. Will you be hiring a painter?

___________

4. Have you arranged an Estimate?

___________

5. Have you received your Estimate?

___________

6. Have you approved your Estimate?

___________

7. Arranged any carpenter work?

___________

8. Expected wait-time/start-date?

___________

9. Expected completion date?

___________

10. Have you picked your colours?

___________

11. Organized boarding for any pets if needed?

___________

12. Have you decluttered your home?

___________

13. Have you got boxes to store small valuables?

___________

14. Begun putting away small objects?

___________
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